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Table 3C. Notation to Be Added Where Instructed in Table 3B, 700.4, 791.4,  
808-809 
 
—3  Arts and literature dealing with specific themes and subjects 
 

Personifications of a specific theme or subject are classed with the theme or 
subject, e.g., personifications of death —3548   

 
Do not use if redundant, e.g., historical themes (—358) in historical fiction 
(—3081 in Table 3B) 

 
See Manual at T3B—102–107, T3B—205, T3B—308 vs. T3C—1, T3C—3 

 
—32  Places Travel [formerly —355] and geography
 

Standard subdivisions are added for either or both topics in heading 
 
Class here travel [formerly —355], landscapes, civilization of places 
hotels
 
 
Add to —32 notation 1–9 from Table 2, e.g., the sea ocean travel  
—32162, pastoral themes —321734, the American West —3278, ancient 
geography —323, travel in California —32794 
  
Civilization of places, comprehensive works on places relocated to —358; 
landscapes relocated to —36 
 
Class western fiction as a type of fiction in —30874 in Table 3B; class 
historical events in specific places specific persons associated with travel 
and geography in —351; class historical and political themes in  
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—358; class supernatural, mythological, legendary places in —372; class 
religious aspects of travel and geography with the topic in —382, e.g., 
travel on pilgrimages —3820351, geography in the Bible —3822091 
 

For supernatural, mythological, legendary places, see —372; for 
religious treatment of sacred places, see —382035 
 

—33   Times 
 

Including seasons; parts of day, e.g., dawn 
 
Class specific persons associated with times in —351; class times in the 
sense of historical periods, e.g., Middle Ages, in —3582–3589
 

See also —384 for time as a philosophic concept 
 
—334    Holidays 
 

Including religious holidays, e.g., Christmas 
 
—34   Language 
 

Class here comprehensive works on language and literature 
 
Class specific persons associated with language in —351 
 

For literature, see —357. For the language of a specific discipline or 
subject, see the discipline or subject, e.g., language of science —36 

 
—35   Humanity 
 

Class here human existence, works dealing with contemporary viewpoints 
 

Unless other instructions are given, observe the following table of 
preference, e.g., women —3522 (not —3552): 

 
Specific persons      —351 
Specific kinds of persons    —352 
Historical, political, military themes —358 
Life cycle        —354 
Social themes       —355 
Artistic, recreational, literary themes —357 
Technical themes      —356 
Human characteristics and activities —353 
 

—351    Specific persons 



 
Real, fictional, legendary, mythological persons 
 
Including Count Dracula, Don Juan, Faust, Joan of Arc, Job, Julius 
Caesar, King Arthur, Odysseus, Pierrot 

 
See also —382 for specific gods and goddesses 

 
—352    Specific kinds of persons 
 

Including heroes 
 

See also —375 for paranatural beings of human and semihuman 
form; also —8–9 for literature for and by specific kinds of persons 

 
—352 1–352 7  Miscellaneous specific kinds of persons 
 

Add to —352 the numbers following —08 in notation 081–087 
from Table 1, e.g., women —3522 

The numbers following —08 in notation 081–087 from Table 1 
replace notation 04–08 from Table 7 with the result that many 
numbers have been reused with new meanings 

 
—[352 8]    Occupational and religious groups 
 

A specific occupational group relocated to the group in —3, e.g., 
lawyers —3554; a specific religious group relocated to —382, e.g., 
Buddhists —382943 

 
—352 9    Ethnic and national groups 
 

Add to base number —3529 notation 05–9 from Table 5, e.g., 
Chinese —3529951 

Number 9 in the base number plus notation 05–9 from Table 5 
replaces notation 9 from Table 7 with the result that many 
numbers have been reused with new meanings 

                                                  ______________ 
> —353–358  Specific human, social, technical, artistic, recreational, 

literary, historical, political, military themes 
 

Specific human, social, technical, artistic, recreational, literary, 
historical, political, military themes related to a specific kind of 
person, other than persons associated with a specific occupational or 
religious group, relocated to the kind of person in —352, e.g., persons 
with disabilities —3527 
 



Class comprehensive works in —35 
 
—353    Human characteristics and activities 
 

Including alienation, chivalry, dreams, fear, friendship, happiness, 
heroism, justice, melancholy, personal beauty and ugliness, pride, 
snobbishness, success, vices, virtues 
 
Class here ethical and psychological themes 
 
Mental illness relocated to —3561 
 
Class love in —3543; class legal justice in —3554; class 
comprehensive works on human body in —3561 
 

—353 8    Sex 
 

Class here erotica, sexuality 
 
—354    Life cycle 
 

Including birth, adolescence, aging 
 
Class a specific social group associated with life cycle with the social 
group in —352, e.g., adolescents —35235 
 

 
—354 3    Love and marriage 
 

Standard subdivisions are added for either or both topics in 
heading 

 
—354 8    Death 
 
—355    Social themes 
 

Class here comprehensive works on everyday life 
 
Travel relocated to —32; social welfare problems of and services for 
persons with physical illness, mental illness, substance abuse, mental 
retardation, physical disabilities relocated to —3561; military science 
relocated to —3581; comprehensive works on adventure relocated to 
—3582  
 
 Class adventure fiction in literature in —3087 in Table 3B 
 



For political themes, see —358. For a specific kind of adventure, 
see the kind, e.g., historical adventure —358 For a specific aspect 
of everyday life, see the aspect, e.g., home and family management 
—3564, recreation —3579  

 
—355 2    Sociology and anthropology 
 

Standard subdivisions are added for either or both topics in 
heading 
 
Including exile, violence 
 
Class sex in —3538; class life cycle in —354; class social 
problems and services in —3556; class war and peace in —358. 
Class themes associated with a specific social group with the social 
group in —352, e.g., feminism —3522, homophobia —352664; 
class themes associated with life cycle with the theme in —354, 
e.g., birth, adolescence, aging —354, love and marriage —3543, 
death —3548 
 

 
—355 3    Economics 
 

Including commerce, environment, industry, labor; accounting, 
management, public relations 

 
—355 4    Law 
 
—355 6    Social problems and services 
 

Standard subdivisions are added for either or both topics in 
heading 
 
Including crime, poverty 

 
For social welfare problems of and services for persons with 
physical illness, mental illness, substance abuse, mental 
retardation, physical disabilities, see —3561 

 
—355 7    Education 
 
—355 8   Communications and transportation 
 

For communications and transportation engineering, see 
 —356 

 



See also —3553 for commerce 
 
—355 9    Customs, etiquette, folklore
 

Including costume, dwellings, food 
 

Customs of costume, dwellings, food relocated to —3564  
 

For holidays, see —334. For customs of specific subjects, see 
the subject, e.g., customs of life cycle —354, customs of peace 
and war, —3581; for specific themes in folklore, see the theme, 
e.g., real animals —362, legendary animals —374 

 
—356    Technical themes 
 

Including communications, computer, military, transportation 
engineering, flight, ships
 
Agriculture, scientific themes, comprehensive works on scientific and 
technical themes relocated to —36 
 
Class accounting, management, public relations in —3553; class 
comprehensive works on communications and transportation in  
—3558; class comprehensive works on computer science in —39 

 
—356 1    Medicine, health, human body 
 

Standard subdivisions are added for any or all topics in heading 
 
Including mental illness [formerly —353]; social welfare problems 
of and services for persons with physical illness, mental illness, 
substance abuse, mental retardation, physical disabilities [formerly 
—355]; human anatomy, physiology, diseases; human form and 
shape, nudity 
 
Class birth, and development, aging in —354; class death in  
—3548 

 
For personal beauty and ugliness, see —353 

 
—356 4    Home and family management 
 

Including customs of costume, dwellings, food [all formerly 
 —3559]; beauty shops, restaurants 
 
Class hotels in —32; class personal beauty and ugliness in —353  



 
—357    Artistic, recreational, literary themes 
 

Including architecture, painting 
 
Books relocated to —39 
 
Class comprehensive works on language and literature in —34; class 
gardens in —364 

 
—357 8    Music 
 
—357 9    Recreational and performing arts 
 

Including dancing, sports 
 
—358   Historical, and political, military themes 
 

Standard subdivisions are added for either or both topics in heading 
historical, political, military themes together; for historical themes 
alone
 
Including nationalism, peace, war 
 
Class here civilization of places, comprehensive works on places  
[both formerly —32], historical adventure, historical events in specific 
places
 
Class history with respect to ethnic and national groups in —3529; 
class nonhistorical adventure in —355; class historical fiction in 
literature in —3081 in Table 3B.  Class historical themes in religion 
with religious themes in —382, e.g., history of Biblical events  
—3822095  

 
For geography of places, see —32 

  
—358 1   Political and military themes 
 

Standard subdivisions are added for either or both topics in 
heading 
 
Including nationalism, peace, war 
 
Class here military science [formerly —355] 
 



For military engineering, see —356; for political and military 
themes limited to general historical periods, see  
—358207–358208; for political and military themes limited to 
areas, regions, places in general, see —358209; for political 
and military themes limited to specific historical periods, see 
 —35821–35828; for political and military themes limited to 
ancient world, to specific continents, countries, localities, to 
extraterrestrial worlds, see —3583–3589        

 
—358 2   World historical themes 
 

Civilization and events not limited by continent, country, locality 
 
Including comprehensive works on adventure [formerly —355] 
  
Class here military themes, political themes not limited by 
continent, country, locality 
 
Class adventure fiction in literature in —3087 in Table 3B; 
historical, military, political themes limited by continent, country, 
locality in —3583–3589; class comprehensive works on political 
themes, on military themes in —3581 

 
For specific kinds of adventure, see the kind, e.g., detective 
adventures —3556, Westerns —35878   

 
—[358 200 1–358 200 9]   Standard subdivisions 
 

Do not use; class in —35801–35809 
    ___________ 
>   —358 207–358 208 General historical periods 
 

Class here general historical themes covering three or more continents (or 
three or more countries if not on the same continent) 
 
Class specific historical periods in —35821–35828; class comprehensive 
works in —3582 
 

For ancient history, see —3583 
 
—358 207     Ca. 500–1450/1500 
 

Including comprehensive works on Crusades 
 



Class history of a place during the period of the Crusades 
with the history of the place, e.g., history of Europe during 
the period of Crusades —3584018 

 
For comprehensive works on a specific Crusade, see 
the history of the country or region in which most of the 
fighting took place, e.g., First Crusade —35856014, 
Fourth Crusade —35849503 

 
—358 208     Modern history, 1450/1500– 
 
—358 209     Areas, regions, places in general 
 

Not limited by continent, country, locality 
 
—358 209 01–358 209 09  Standard subdivisions 
 
—358 209 1–358 209 9  Specific areas, regions, places in general 
 

Add to base number —258209 the numbers following 
—1 in notation 11–19 from Table 2, e.g., urban 
civilization —358209732, pastoral themes  
—358209734 

 
—358 21–358 28  Specific historical periods 
 

Add to base number —3582 the numbers following 909 in 
909.1–909.8, e.g., 19th century —358281 
 
Class general historical periods in —358207–358208 

 
—358 3–358 9      Historical themes of ancient world; of specific continents, countries, 

localities; of extraterrestrial worlds 
 

Class here military themes, political themes limited geographically 
 
Add to base number —358 the numbers following 9 in 930–990, 
e.g., World War II —3584053, history and civilization of U.S. 
West —35878 
 
Class western fiction as a type of fiction in —30874 in Table 3B 

 
—36   Physical and Natural and physical phenomena; mathematics 
 



Standard subdivisions are added for natural and physical phenomena, 
mathematics together; for natural and physical phenomena together; for 
natural phenomena alone 
 
Including fire, weather 
 
Class here landscapes [formerly —32], formerly agriculture, scientific 
themes, comprehensive works on scientific and technical themes [all 
formerly —356], nature 
 
Class science fiction in literature in —308762 in Table 3B; class science 
fiction in the arts in —15; class landscapes in —32; class times (e.g., 
seasons, times of day) in —33; class specific persons associated with 
natural and physical phenomena, with mathematics in —351. Class 
animals or plants for a specific purpose with the purpose, e.g., medicinal 
plants —3561, meat —3564 
 

For human anatomy, physiology, diseases, see —3561 
 
—362    Animals 
 

Class here pets 
 
Add to base number —362 the numbers following 59 in 592–599, e.g., 
cats —3629752 
 
Class supernatural, mythological, legendary animals in —374 

 
See Manual at 800, T3C—362 vs. 398.245, 590, 636 

 
—364    Plants 
 

Class here gardens 
 
Add to base number —364 the numbers following 58 in 582–588, e.g., 
trees —364216, roses —3643734  
 
Class supernatural, mythological, legendary plants in —37 
 

—384   Philosophic themes 
 

Including existentialism, humanism, nihilism, time, transcendentalism 
 
Class specific persons associated with philosophic themes in —351 
 

For ethical themes, see —353 



 
See also —33 for times (e.g., seasons, times of day) 


